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Check out Mathcounts here, the best competition math program for high school students. Download this year's Mathcounts Guide here. This one appears in the 91 Mathcounts National Target #4. It's interesting. Question: Triangle ABC is equilateral and G is the midpoint. BI is the same length as BC and the question asks about the area of the four-legged
polygon GDBC. Here we will also find the area of triangular ADG and triagle DBI.  Solution I: The side length is 2 and it is a double triangle, so the triangular ABC area is \(\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {4}\times 2^{2}=\sqrt {3}\). Using similar triangles in GCF and ACE, you will get \(\overline {GF}\)= \(\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {2}\) From there, you receive area \(\Delta\)GIC = \
(4*\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {2}*\dfrac {1} {2}=\sqrt {3}\) \(\Delta\)LVŽS is 30-60-90 degrees right triangle yes \(\overLine {DH}=\sqrt {3}*\overline {BH}\) Using similar triangles in IDH and IGF, you will get \(\dfrac {2+\overline {BH}}} {3.5}=\dfrac {\sqrt {3}\\dfrac {2+\overline {BH}} { {\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {2}}\) = 2\(\overline {BH}\); 2 +\(\overline {BH}\)= 7\(\overline {BH}\); \
(\overline {BH}\)= \(\dfrac {1} {3}\) \(\overline {DH}=\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {3}\) = Height Area \(\Delta \)DBI = 2 * \(\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {3}\)*\(\dfrac {1} {2}\) = \(\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {3}} )\) Quadrilateral Polygon GDBC = \(\sqrt {3}-\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {3}\)= \(\dfrac {2\sqrt {3}} {3} {3} area (\) ABC and \(\Delta\)ABC and \(\Delta\)GIC area are \(\sqrt {3}\) and both together have a
quadrilateral polygon GDBC (this is like a Venetian diagram). So the area of both triangles is the same \(\dfrac {\sqrt {3}} {3}\). Solution II: There are some more difficult AMC-10 issues using the same technique. Using triangles with the same apex, you will get the same area as and b, because the length of the base is the same. From the area we found in
Solution I, we have two equations: 2a + b = \(\sqrt {3}\) 2b + a = \(\sqrt {3}\) It is clear that = b, so the area of the quadrilateral is equilateral triangle \(\dfrac {2} {3}\), so the answer is \(\dfrac {2\sqrt {3}} {3}\). Windy Solution III: Draw two additional lines and you will see that the three lines are the medians that break the largest triangle into 6 equal parts. [You can
prove this by using triangles with the same tops: notes later.] The four-legged polygon FECB is an even triangle \(\dfrac {2} {3}\), so the answer is \(\dfrac {2\sqrt {3}} {3}\). This is similar to the 2005 Mathcounts National Target #4 questions. AMC may have similar ones. Question: Both triangles overlap and isoceles to the right triangles and each has a square
embedded in it. If the square area on the left is 12 squares united, what is the square area on the right?  Solution I: Decision II: Academic Year Of Mathematics Students learn how to think spatially in our geometry course. We start with the basic concepts from which we build strict relationship tapestry. Students learn to dispel complex configurations and
discover basic insights that help you solve complex problems. We also teach analytical methods to solve geometry problems by placing them on the Carter plane, and deliver trigonometry, thus laying the foundations for the trade and calculation. Many of the complex geometry problems stem from competitions such as MATHCOUNTS and AMC 10/12, with
several problems from the very advanced competitions included in the strongest student section. Students who end up in geometry are ready to return to algebra studies with our Algebra 2 course. Textbook: Introduction to geometry by problem solving hardcopy art and temporary access to the online version of the textbook is included in the tuition and fees
of this course. The following are examples of some of the types of problems students will face in our geometry courses. One of the best decisions I have ever made was to send my son to the AoPS Academy to improve my math skills. The results are just amazing! In addition to dramatically improving my math skills, my son also has a social environment that
the Academy offers. Personally, I am very impressed with the quality of the entire staff (both in training and non-training). I would not hesitate to recommend to the AoPS Academy any parent who takes seriously the development of their child's academic potential in a safe and stimulating environment. -Kiran H. posted on Jan 5, 2013, at 12:40 PM by Barak
Gila [ updated Jan 5, 2013, 12:41 pm ] Today was our last meeting before the winter break. We wrapped to study the probability. In our first/second week back from the break, we'll test you to determine who represents the Kennedy Division (and hopefully the state) contests. In preparation, you may want to practice some problems. Competition from other
school divisions at the state level is fierce: The Bay Area is the most competitive Mathcounts area in the country, perhaps unsurprising. To get to the state level, we need a team of perfect scores and targets in rounds and close to it in the sprint rounds. Mathcounts is kind enough to give us a lot of problems as a practice that you can find (along with solutions)
here: . posted on Jan 5, 2013, at 12:30 PM Barak Gila [ Updated Jan 5, 2013, 12:30 pm ] At today's meeting, we continue to embrace probability. Next week's meeting will be our last semester, and early next year we will identify a team to represent kennedy mathcounts in the division competition. For this reason, you may want to perform the attached Sprint
Round as a practice. Do it in time conditions, without calculator/other help. Note: we also moved to a new location in the 8th grade science wing today to make larger and better equipped rooms. posted on Dec 2, 2012, 4:24 PM by Barak Gila [ Updated December 2, 2012, 4:26 PM ] Today we continued to study combinatorics/probability. This topic can be kind
of confusing at first, and it doesn't apply very well to school math classes, so don't worry if it seems difficult. But there are a lot of really cool tricks you can do if you learn, and it's quite applicable in everyday life (if you play Monopoly or any games on sports, for example). Your coaches had to do your homework. posted nov 24, 2012, 5:18 PM by Barak Gila [
Updated November 24, 2012, 5:18 ] This week, we wrapped geometry and began to probability and counting. For homework, review the explanations for the added probability package (Thank you, Douglas!) and do calculation problems (#1-11 on page 1-2 and again on page 2-3 of #1-11). This should not take too long and will help us to reach a faster
chance, so we have time to review before the end of the year. posted on November 12, 2012, at 4:11 PM Barak Gila [ Updated November 12, 2012, 4:11 pm ] Today's meeting was our second week of geometry. Your homework was to be appointed by your coaches. The next meeting will be our last covering geometry, and we will also begin to count/mixes
either then or at the next meeting. Our geometry worksheets were the art of problem solving books, and we don't have easy-to-access answer keys. Therefore, if you have questions, make sure to ask your coaches in class. Posted on November 2, 2012, at 11:24 PM Barak Gila [ Updated November 2, 2012, 11:24 ] Today, we started covering geometry, with
angles, area/perimeter, and polygons. We stick with geometry one/two weeks between moves to combinatorics. For homework, students should fill everything their coaches assign from the package (attached to this post). You should also complete the geometry section of the coordinates (also attached), because it is a slightly different geometry style, which
we probably will not have much time to cover in the classroom. Finally, the answer key to the three sprint rounds in the previous package is added. You can also go to this site to see solutions to all these problems. posted on Oct 28, 2012, at 5:14 PM by Barak Gila [ Updated October 28, 2012, 5:14 pm ] Today was the last day of our focus on features and
algebra. Over the next few weeks, we will embrace the combine (probability, calculation, combinations) and geometry. For homework, students should complete the package for many rooms, which will mean the last sprint round test. Next week, we'll post answers to the package if students want to review questions that can't be gone through the classroom.
posted on October 15, 2012, at 2:57 PM Barak Gila [ Updated October 15, 2012, 3:03 PM ] Today we continue to discuss features and algebra. We reviewed and practiced algebra-related issues related to Mathcounts tests and/or specific function issues sheet (also Homework, students should fill out everything that has been assigned to them by their coach
(varying depending on the room), without the drill sheet attached. Note: Homework like these workouts is for your benefit; it will not be collected or even necessarily checked during class (so if you do not understand something, be sure to ask us). Therefore, if you are already satisfied with the concept of linear equations, do not hesitate to miss these
problems. Note: On the 6th grade social, there is no meeting next week. posted oct 15, 2009, 1:24 AM by Barak Gila [ updated Oct 6, 2012, 2:56 AM ] Today we started with features and algebra frameworks. We practiced algebra-related issues from previous Mathcounts tests (added) and/or from the function-specific problem sheet (also included). For
homework, students should fill everything their coach has assigned to them (varies depending on the room), without the attached drill sheet. It is designed to speed up the making of basic calculations that you will see in many Mathcounts and other math tests. posted oct 13, 2009, 12:58 AM by Barak Gila [ updated Oct 6, 2012, 2:39 AM ] After a break on the
day of employee learning, today we met again. We have moved on from diagnostic test problems. Test.
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